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Now that the world has
shrunk and expanded into a

more manageable and
feasible chunk, it can be

seen that art is really like a
bubble of excitement and
curiosity. It is my intention
to guide you through this
bubble by showcasing 5

artists in different countries
that have been producing
some interesting art. My
selection criteria is that

these 5 artists have been
producing good art that has

been getting a lot of
attention. Also, they have a
story to tell about the rise
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and fall of the bubble as it is
so relevant in our ever

evolving world. 1) Fernando
Meirelles- Portugal

Fernando Meirelles' 2004
film "Central Station" was

nominated for an Academy
Award for Best Foreign

Language Film. Previously,
his first feature film was
"Cidade dos Homens" in
1988. If you haven't seen

"Central Station" yet, I
recommend that you watch
it and explain yourself why
you haven't seen it already.

It is a masterpiece.
Fernando Meirelles'

filmography: - City of Men -
The Constant Gardener -

Julie & Julia - City of God - I
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Am Love - Bel & David 2)
Mark Leckey- United

Kingdom A few years ago,
Mark Leckey exhibited
some photographs and

videos in an "art project"
called Shattered Veils,

which told the story of an
11th-century Persian

empress named Narjis. He
is one of the leading figures
of the Experimental Media
department at the British
National Portrait Gallery,

and his work includes site-
specific installations, photo-

graphics, video
installations, and site-

specific photography and
video. Mark Leckey's

filmography: - An Angel
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Over The Sun - The Untitled
Experiment (2004) - The

Apology of a Muslim For The
Cruelties of His People

(2011) 3) Bill Viola- USA In
1962, Bill Viola was a

student at Yale University.
He then enrolled at Yale's
M.F.A. program where he

studied with Kazimir
Malevich, Hans Hoffman,
Robert Morris, and Morris
Louis. Viola pioneered a
form of modern dance,

which was groundbreaking
and groundbreaking

because it suggested a new
direction for modern art. It

was groundbreaking
because it represented a
fusion of styles from folk
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dance, ballet, and modern
dance. His piece "Waltz No.
5 (The Shirtsleeve Tango)"

marked a change in the
direction of modern dance
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